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UNSELFISHNESS 
ABSOLUTELY 

WORKS. 
  

“It’s amazing how much can be 

accomplished when nobody cares 

who gets the credit.” 

  
  

“The first step to becoming a 

CHAMPION is to get over yourself.” 

  

  
“There is a destiny that makes us brothers, 

None goes his way alone. 

All that we pass into the lives of others, 

Comes back into our own.” 
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PROGRAM MISSION & CORE VALUES 
 

Mission Statement: 

The Wichita East Men’s Basketball Team will help our 

student-athletes become the best version of themselves 

on and off the court while preparing our young men for 

success in college and life after high school. 

  
Core Values: 

  

1) Appreciation 

It is a blessing to be talented enough to have the opportunity 

to play basketball at the largest high school in the state of 

Kansas. Be enthusiastic and grateful about that opportunity 

every day! You are always in control of your effort and 

attitude! 

  

2) Teamship 

To become the best team we can be, everyone must “get over 

themselves!” There is no room for personal agendas. “WE” must 

come before “me.” Focus on unselfish play, words, & actions. Be 

a GREAT TEAMMATE! “ALL GREAT TEAMS HAVE GREAT TEAMMATES!” 

 

3) Work Ethic 

The storied tradition of East High Basketball has been built 

because of the work ethic of the student-athletes, coaches, and 

parents. We earn the right to win games with hard work, plain 

and simple! You are always in control of how hard you work. What 

justifiable reason is there for letting someone outwork us? 

  

4) Toughness 

Tough players are defined by the ability to handle adversity in 

a positive manner, mentally and physically. Tough players keep 

good body language and have the WILL TO SUCCEED. Toughness is a 

crucial factor in deciding games. The Game Honors Toughness 

(TGHT)!! 

  

5) Accountability 

Part of having coaches and teammates that genuinely love and 

care about you as a person (and not just as a basketball player) 

is being held accountable. The most successful people in life 

are willing to be held accountable for their actions! 
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“I never feared about my skills because I put in the work...  
 

WORK ETHIC ELIMINATES FEAR.” 
 

-Michael Jordan  
 

 
“Success is peace of mind which is the direct result of self-
satisfaction in knowing you made the effort to become the 

best of which you are capable of becoming.”  
-Coach John Wooden 

10-time NCAA Champion at UCLA 

 
 
 

HAPPINESS 
If you want happiness for an hour…  

Play a video game. 
If you want happiness for a day... 

Get a new girlfriend. 
If you want happiness for a year... 

Inherit a fortune. 
But if you want happiness for a lifetime... 
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SERVE OTHERS. 
  

 

“GREAT TEAMS HAVE GREAT TEAMMATES” 
  
Being on a team benefits your personal goals and ambitions. Being a teammate benefits the goals and 
ambitions of your team and your teammates. 
  
Being on the team can make you a bystander. Being a teammate means intervening in the lives and 
actions of your teammates. 
  
Being on the team involves personal effort. Being a teammate involves the efforts of every player 
toward a collective goal. 
  
Being on a team means doing what is asked of you. Being a teammate means doing whatever is needed 
for the team to succeed, even if it does not bring you personal acclaim or glory. 
  
Being on a team can involve blaming others and making excuses. Being a teammate involves accepting 
responsibility, accountability, and ownership of the team’s problems. 
  
Being on a team allows you to remain “me-centered,” asking what’s in it for me? Being a teammate 
makes you “we-centered,” asking what’s in it for us? 
  
Being on a team means being drawn together by a common interest. Being a teammate means being 
drawn together by a common mission. 
  
Being on a team means some players may like each other, some may not, and there will be cliques that 
develop. Being a teammate means loving each other unconditionally. 
  
Being on a team means bonding together because of a shared background or compatible personalities. 
Being a teammate means bonding together because everyone recognizes every player is needed to 
accomplish the team’s goals. 
  
Being on a team involves having peaks and valleys of emotions and energy. Being a teammate involves 
energizing one another out of a shared commitment to the team. 
  
Being on a team allows the most important thing in your life to still be yourself. Being a teammate gives 
you the joy of being a part of something bigger than yourself. 
  
  

“A MAN IS NEVER TRULY WHOLE UNTIL HE BECOMES A PART OF SOMETHING 
THAT IS BIGGER THAN HIMSELF.”- Coach K, Duke University 
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 Our Destination: 
 

  
 

Koch Arena 
Wichita, KS 

Home of the 6A State 
Basketball Tournament 
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NOTES FOR PARENTS… 
Team Dinners 
Many years, with the help of some very supportive parents, we will have a parent host a team meal for 
the JV/Varsity Team after practice on the night before games. Some years this has occurred before every 
game, other years this has happened before every home game. We would encourage you to organize 
this again! If groups of parents want to work together, that would be great!! This is more challenging to 
do with the Freshmen/Sophomore teams because they have morning practices, but we’ve had many 
Freshmen/Sophomore Parents bring snacks water/gatorade/crackers/fruit on the evenings of some 
games, and that would be much appreciated!  
 
Practice   
Our practice sessions are respectfully closed, with the exception being when alumni and college coaches 
come to visit. We treat the basketball court like a classroom, and we feel that outside observers (even 
those friendly to our program) can potentially be a distraction from our players and coaches. 
 
Practice Schedules 
JV/Varsity Practice:     Monday-Friday  3:20 pm – 5:30 pm (on non-game days) 
     Saturdays  10:00 am–12:30 pm 
 
Freshman/Sophomore Practices: Monday-Friday  3:20 pm – 5:30 pm (on non-game days) 
     Saturdays  10:00 am–12:30 pm 
 
Lettering 
In our program, we constantly stress unselfishness and “team” over individual accomplishments. For 
that reason, we keep our lettering standards very simple and de-emphasize statistics. 
Any player that plays in half of the Varsity quarters this season will receive a Varsity “letter.” 
Provisional Letters, can be earned, pertaining to a student athlete that did not play part of the season 
due to injury, or a player improving and increasing his minutes later in the season. 
  
School Trainer and Doctor’s Notes 
We always ask that a player consult Ms. Jennifer Hudson, our Certified Athletic Trainer, with an injury 
prior to seeing a doctor. When a player does see a doctor and is ordered to take time off, our school 
trainer is legally bound to restrict him from all practices and games until a Doctor’s note releases him. 
PLEASE BRING BACK A DOCTOR’S NOTE TO Ms. HUDSON ANYTIME YOU GO TO THE DOCTOR. 
  
  
NCAA Eligibility Center (formerly called the NCAA Clearinghouse) and Initial Eligibility 
Any player who potentially wants to play sports at an NCAA or NAIA college needs to obtain an 
application and NCAA Eligibility Center information from Ms. Gonzales in the SSC! 
 
Coach Jackson also has information in his classroom about qualifying for the NCAA & NAIA. 
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TGHT:  
The Game Honors 

Toughness 
 
 

Players Play…  
TOUGH PLAYERS WIN! 

  
 

TOUGH TIMES  DON’T LAST 
TOUGH PEOPLE DO!!  
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DEFINING TOUGHNESS 
 

Coaches often tell players to “get tough.” What does that mean? As a player, it is important to 
understand what toughness actually looks like. Toughness can be defined by many things. Below are 
examples of “tough” actions that we want our players to exhibit as a member of our basketball team. 
 

● “Get over yourself” enough to put the team first in all situations. 
● Willingly sacrifice personal stats for the good of the team. 
● Work hard in the weight room to build your strength and toughness. 
● Have good body language, no matter if things are going good or bad. 
● Keep a steady facial expression, no matter if things are going good or bad. 
● Think “next play.” Never let one mistake cause the next. 
● Take a charge. 
● Dive on the floor after a loose ball. 
● Get the “50/50” balls. 
● Go after every ball with 2 hands. 
● Don’t flinch when you get hit or shy away from contact. 
● Play through normal aches and pains without complaining or showing it. 
● Never make an excuse to coaches or teammates. 
● Don’t take possessions off. 
● Sprint back on defense. 
● Sprint to offense. 
● Don’t let someone stick you on a screen. Fight your way through. 
● When you set a screen, hit somebody physically and hard. 
● Play hard all the time – not just when you feel like it. 
● Stand up for your teammates. Don’t let anyone push us around. 
● Take responsibility for your teammates. If one of us fails, we all fail. Just 

getting yourself over isn’t good enough. 
● Don’t give in or pout when something gets hard for you. 
● Find ways to help your team win on nights where you don’t shoot well. 
● Don’t be scared – if you miss 4 shots in a row, be willing to take and make 

the 5th without hesitation. 
● Never let an opponent get in your head. 
● Never let an official’s call get in your head. 
●  Take coaching and criticism in stride – not as a personal attack. 
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 Blue Aces “HOUSE” DEFENSE 
  

Fullcourt, tough man-to-man defense will always be the foundation of how we play at Wichita East. 
There can be a competitive advantage to switching defenses, and we will do that when needed. Every 
player at every level will be expected to play defense with incredible effort, toughness, and pride.  
 These are the 12 basic principles of our defense that all of our players must comprehend: 
  
1) TALK:  A great defensive team constantly talks to each other – calling out screens, calling out help 
defense, etc. You can never talk too much on defense. 
  
2) PRESSURE THE BALL:  We always want to be within one arm length of our man – be able to put your 
“hand on the ball.” Push your man to the sideline and baseline corner. NO MIDDLE!! 
  
3) 1 PASS AWAY – “ON THE ROPE”:  Be “1/3 to 1/2” of the distance  to the ball in with near hand 
fingertips “ON THE ROPE,” an imaginary rope running from the hip to hip (hip of player w/ball to hip of 
man your are guarding) Get your “pistols” up, pointing to man and ball. Stop any penetration into your 
gap by moving your feet and getting your chest in front of the ball. 
  
4) MORE THAN 1 PASS AWAY – GET TO THE “TAPE”:  More than 1 pass away from the ball, you must 
get 1 foot on the midline of the court. Use “pistols” to see ball and man. 
  
5) TAKE A CHARGE:  A charge is the best thing that can possibly happen on defense for us. Step in front 
of any drive with your chest and take the hit! Give a yell for emphasis. 
  
6) CLOSE OUTS:  “HIGH FOOT, HIGH HANDS!” Sprint the first 2/3 distance to your man. The last 1/3 
distance, start getting your butt down, chopping your feet, and throwing 2 hands high. Take away shot, 
contain drive. 
  
7) STOP PENETRATION:  On jab steps, we take a retreat step, but don’t bite on the fake. Keep your 
chest and nose in front of your man. Keep your man out of the middle. On the baseline drive, we must 
rotate from “HELPSIDE” to stop penetration. Then we must “HELP THE HELPER.”  
  
8) CONTEST ALL SHOTS:  We don’t allow open shots. Get a hand up in the shooter’s face. 
  
9) BOX OUT:  Be physical. Split your man down his middle, and pivot whatever way he goes. 
  
10) REBOUND:  Go after the ball with 2 hands, not 1 hand. Rebounding is all about effort. 
  
11) FRONT THE POST:  We will front all post players and force a lob pass over the top. With great ball 
pressure and great weakside help, we will then take away the lob. 
  
12) MAKE TEAMS TAKE LONG, CONTESTED 2’S & 3’S:  We never give up layups. We don’t let the ball 
into the post. We want ALL shots to be taken over a closeout! 
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 COACHING STAFF ABSOLUTES 
 

“A player is not an X, and he’s not an 0. He’s a person. As a 

coach, pour your soul into him. It doesn’t matter where he’s 

going on your scribbles if he doesn’t trust you.” 

 

1. Build relationships by showing them we care. Say something 

to every player every day. Look them in the eye. Listen to them. 

Sacrifice for them. Show genuine interest in their lives. 

 

2. Give meaningful physical expressions of caring. Shake their 

hand. Pat them on the back. Give them a fist bump. Build on 

the relationships by showing them open affirmations. 

 

3. Give verbal affirmation when they get it right. When they 

do something positive that we want to see repeated, we must 

let them know that their effort is noticed and appreciated. 

 

4. Care about them enough to hold them accountable. Never 

let them be OK with less than their best. Let them know that 

because we care about them, we are going to be demanding as 

well. Push them to develop into being the “uncommon” man. 
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Great teammates recognize 
that the GOAL is more 

important than the ROLE. 

 
 STAR in YOUR ROLE, and  

WE WILL ACHIEVE THE GOAL! 
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THE REALITY OF COLLEGE BASKETBALL 
  

1. There will be over 400,000 high school boys who are SENIORS playing basketball in the United 
States this season. 

 
2. Four years from now, of these roughly 400,000 high school seniors, only about 20,000 will still 

be playing basketball in college. 
 

3. Of those 20,000 still playing basketball, only about 2,000 of those will be playing at major 
NCAA Division One colleges. 

 
4. Of those 2,000 in major college basketball, only about 200 will ever be drafted or signed as a 

free agent on a professional team (NBA, NBADL, overseas, etc.). 
 

5. Of those 200 drafted or signed as a free agent on a professional team, only about 40 players 
will make it in the NBA for at least one full year. (The average career for an NBA rookie lasts 
only 4.5 seasons.) 

 
Conclusions: 
Only about 40 out of 400,000 high school senior basketball players in the United States will become 
NBA pros. That is 0.01% of high school seniors!!!! 
And of that fortunate 0.01%, they will last an average of only 4.5 years in the NBA. 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
  

What happens to the 399,960 players who DO NOT make it in the NBA?? 
  

What happens to the 398,000 players who DO NOT receive an NCAA D-1 basketball scholarship?? 
  

The DIPLOMA is the deciding factor as to whether or not a high school basketball player has been 
exploited. Trophies and newspaper clippings do not pay the rent. 
  
Use basketball. Let it be the facilitator to a better life for you. Don’t be a piece of meat that gets 
battered and torn for 4 to 8 years with nothing to show for it. 
  
Let your diploma help you cope with the fact that you may not be in that rare 0.01%. 
  
If you do end up in that rare 0.01% of players, then the diploma is gravy! 
  
Even in the best case scenario, the average NBA career is over at 27 years of age. Life expectancy in the 
United States is about 72 years of age. What do you do for those other 45 years of your life? Think for 
yourself, earn your diploma, & don’t be exploited!! 
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THE HARD TRUTH OF LIFE 
  

Face it. Nobody owes us anything. What we achieve or fail to achieve in our 
lifetime is directly related to what we do (or fail to do). 
  
No one gets to choose their parents, their childhood, or their circumstances 
growing up. But you do choose your own direction. Everyone has their own 
problems and adversity to overcome. You are not the only one. 
  
Nothing in life is carved in stone. You can change anything in your life you want to 
change, if you want it badly enough. 
  
Excuses are for losers. Those who take responsibility for their own actions are the 
real winners in life. Winners meet challenges head on, knowing that there are no 
guarantees. Winners give it all they’ve got. Winners never think it’s too late to 
come back. Winners are tough when facing adversity. 
  
Life plays no favorites, and time will pass by whether you do good or bad in your 
life, whether you choose to succeed or give up. It’s all up to you. 
  

  

TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR LIFE. 
  

GET TOUGH. 
  

TAKE OWNERSHIP OF YOUR ACHIEVEMENTS. 
  

COMPETE!! 
  

IF YOU ARE NOT WILLING TO WORK FOR YOUR GOALS & YOUR 
FUTURE, NOBODY ELSE WILL DO IT FOR YOU! 
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10 POINTS FOR OUR PARENTS 
  

As parents and coaches, we have to understand that we are all in this for the same reason – we want 
each kid in this program to have a great experience playing high school basketball. To that end, we ask 
that the parents in our program do their best to follow and model the code below: 
  
1) Understand and endorse the mission of our program. 
  
2) Support the coaches by affirming behavior in your son and his teammates that demonstrate 
outstanding character – empathy, integrity, unselfishness, responsibility, etc. Do not affirm only his 
athletic performance or victory. 
  
3) Help the coaches build great team chemistry by speaking positively of your son’s teammates and 
coaches at home. Avoid critiquing other players or comparing players. 
  
4) Model mature adult behavior to your son in the way you speak to officials and other parents. 
  
5) Encourage your son and his teammates with positive statements, even when they make mistakes. At 
every practice and every game, they are growing physically, growing emotionally, learning moral and 
ethical lessons, and developing character. Mistakes are part of the process. 
  
6) Keep realistic measuring sticks for success on the court, for both your son and the team. Not every 
player is going to be the leading scorer – that does not mean his role is unimportant. Not every team will 
win a championship – although we are going to try as hard as we can to do so. 
  
7) Strongly support the program’s alcohol and drug use policy, and refuse to condone the use of alcohol 
or drugs by your son. 
  
8) Strongly support the program’s academic standards by emphasizing the importance of your son giving 
his maximum effort in the classroom. 
  
9) Organize and initiate “Safe House” activities with other parents following Friday night games. More 
information on Safe House activities can be found later in this handbook. 
  
10) Parent – Coach Communication: Please adhere to this 3 step process: 

● If concerns arise that you feel must be addressed, please have your son present the problem to 
his coach first. We feel it is important for our players to learn self-advocacy, and we work hard 
to have relationships that allow for open communication. 

● If the player and coach meet and the concern is still not resolved, then contact the head coach. 
A three-way player/parent/coach meeting can be scheduled at that time. 

● Please refrain from contacting an administrator until both the player/coach and 
player/parent/coach meetings have occurred. If the concern has still not been resolved by that 
point, our AD and then an administrator can step in to help problem-solve. 
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Wichita East Men’s Basketball Student-Athlete Contract  
Dear Player and Parents/Guardians: 
  
Please read the conditions of this contract that players in our program must abide by in order to be a member of 
the Wichita East men’s basketball program. We have high standards and expectations for your son!  
 

1. Players will maintain all grades “C” or higher throughout the basketball season. Extra conditioning for the 
entire team will result for any grades lower than a “C” when grade checks are done periodically. Players 
having a “C” or lower will attend TUTORING on Wednesday evenings (snacks provided). If a player fails 
more than 2 classes in a semester, they will be ineligible to play basketball for the entire following 
semester. We want our players to fully understand that the main reason for attending high school is to 
earn credits towards graduation and to gain life skills for their future – basketball is a tool assisting in this 
mission, but it should not be the main reason to be at school. 

2. Players will be a model student in the classroom and hallways in terms of behavior, punctuality, language, 
and respect for others. Any behavior referrals made by a teacher to the office (or to the head coach) will 
result in extra conditioning for the entire team. If transgressions continue, indefinite suspension and/or 
ultimate dismissal from the program may result. 

3. Players will refrain from the use of alcohol, tobacco, or drugs of any kind. Any documented transgression 
in this area that occurs during basketball season will result in suspension or dismissal from the program. 

4. Players will be present and on time to every team function unless one of the following situations occur, in 
which case players must communicate with a coach in advance via a parent or guardian. 

a. Player has a fever and/or are throwing up (something more serious than a common cold). 
b. Player has a family emergency or major event (funeral, marriage, etc. - not a vacation). 

5. In the event of an excused absence from practice, it will be at the coach’s discretion as to if the player is 
adequately prepared to play in the next game, and if so, how much. Situations can/do vary. 

6. In the event of an unexcused absence from practice, the player will be suspended from playing in the 
following game. If three (3) unexcused practice absences are accumulated during the season, the player 
may be dismissed from the program. 

7. If a player receives a technical foul during a game, he will be subbed out, and it will be at the coach’s 
discretion if the player will return to that game.  

8. Players will not haze or bully another student, in or out of school. Involvement in a hazing or bullying 
incident documented by school administration will result in an indefinite suspension from the program. 

9. Players will be a GREAT TEAMMATE and never speak negatively about a teammate or coach “behind his 
back.” We are a basketball family, and as such, when we have a problem with someone, we will 
communicate it openly and keep it within the team. Transgressions in this area will result in an indefinite 
suspension and/or ultimate dismissal from the program. 

10. Players and Parents will be responsible on social media (Twitter, Instagram, Facebook, Snapchat, etc.), 
and all social media accounts will reflect the values of our basketball program. If our organization is 
portrayed in a negative light by a player or parent, the student-athlete will not play until the issue is 
resolved. Multiple infractions will result in dismissal from the program. 

11. Players will stay away from people and places that will not have a positive influence on them, and will 
respect advice from coaches and teammates as it pertains to this subject. 

 **I understand and agree to the expectations of both the “Points for Parents” Guidelines (other side) and the 
Player Contract.  
 
 
_______________________________      _______             _______________________________    _______ 
                    Parent Signature               Date                                         Player Signature                           Date 


